Students and schools protected
There was a time when content filtering was just about blocking inappropriate content. Times have changed.
Today filters need to provide safe, fast access to valuable educational resources and connections.
The Lightspeed Systems Web Filter meets the growing 21st-century learning needs for today’s schools with
a focus on safe access rather than just blocking. It provides all the controls, policies, and reporting you need
and expect from a Web Filter, along with some key differences that make it the right solution for schools.

What could you do with the Lightspeed Systems Web Filter?
Keep students safe with an education-focused
content filter

Report on web activity across your school, from the high-level
to the detail

End Overblocking with the Resource Library

Secure your network with advanced SSL, P2P, and
Proxy controls.

What could you do with the Lightspeed Systems Web Filter?
What makes the Lightspeed Systems filter different?
•

Access without overblocking

•

Scalability for any size network

•

A singular focus on education

•

Mobile filtering for any device

Filter any device, on the network or off

Some key features of the Web Filter:
•

Comprehensive and accurate URL database,
with daily updates, of more than 1 billion entries
grouped into education-specific categories

•

Custom policies based on user, IP, group,
organisational unit, and domain

•

Web zones that give teachers the ability to expand or
contract Internet access for specific periods

•

Lockouts to trigger an Internet lockout

•

Customisable block pages

•

Advanced SSL controls and multiple layers
of anonymous proxy detection

•

Filtering for thin clients

•

Peer-to-peer application and file-type blocking

•

Time-based policies (to allow different access
before and after school, for example)

•

From-anywhere filtering, without the need for a VPN

•

Password-protected uninstall for mobile filters

•

Reporting of off-network activity, including Blocked URLs,
Blocked URLs by Category, Unknown URLs, URLs Visited

•

Forced SafeSearch for Google and Yahoo search engines

•

Local policy control (Active Directory and LDAP)

•

Cross-platform support for Windows, Macintosh,
Linux, UNIX, Android, and iOS devices

The Lightspeed Systems Web Filter is available with an on-site Rocket appliance
or as a cloud solution. Contact us to determine which solution is right for you.

Our Web Filter provides safe access. But
it gets even more amazing when you add
our solutions for mobile management and
integrate our collaborative LMS, My Big
Campus.
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